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Subject: 

Dump Station Screening Unit 

Summary of Discussion: 

The Field Operations staff routinely uses its Vactrons to clean buffer tanks and pump 
stations and to hydro-excavate for underground repairs. The District has a concrete 
dump pad that handles the discharge from the Vactrons, but the debris has to be 
manually shoveled out after draining. The proposed dump station with screening would 
allow the drained debris to be discharged directly into wheel barrows or small 
dumpsters for disposal. The unit could also be set up over a manhole to screen high 
rate discharges from pump trucks or tankers, should the need arise. Staff recommends 
publishing an Invitation to Bid for purchase of a screening unit. a 
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MEMORANDUM 

 
To: Peter Rosasco, General Manager 

From: Ed Castle, PE 

Date: March 18, 2019 

Re: Wastewater Dump Station Screening 

 
The Islamorada force main has broken three times now in the past 18 months.  I believe 
that we should be prepared to assist Islamorada by accepting wastewater flow delivered 
by pump trucks and tankers.   
 
During the first incident, some difficulties were encountered with accepting the discharge 
from the trucks due to rock and other debris.  To avoid putting rocks into the Plant Pump 
Station where they could damage the pumps, the trucks were discharged into the existing 
KLWTD dump pad area.  However, since the pad was designed for a relatively low 
volume of flow, the trucks could not dump quickly. 
 
To correct that, it was decided that we should look into a screening device that we could 
set up over a manhole, allowing us to screen out rocks and other debris prior to discharge 
into the Plant Pump Station.  I have researched available septage dump stations and have 
reviewed information with staff from the WWTP and Field Operations.  The Screenco 
Systems, LLC Mini SS Screen 400 appears to be most suitable for our purposes. 
 
Unlike units designed for permanent installation at septage receiving facilities, this unit is 
small and can be transported using a forklift.  It can be routinely set up at the dump pad 
for use with the District’s Vactron during normal conditions and can be repositioned 
above a manhole for high-volume discharges as may be needed if another Islamorda 
force main break occurs or if the District experiences a similar situation.  The unit is 
designed to accept discharges of 500 GPM, allowing a 4,000 gallon pump truck to empty 
in 8 minutes. 
 
I am recommending the version of the unit with a stainless steel hopper and screens.  
Custom made stainless steel cleaning tools are included, as is an OSHA approved 
aluminum catwalk and railing for access.  See photos on the following page. 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
I have received a quote for the stainless steel model.  The cost is $19,966.00 plus 
estimated shipping of $2,700 for a total of $22,666.00. 
 
I have been unable to find multiple manufacturers or vendors for this unit through online 
searches, so obtaining multiple quotes is difficult.  To overcome that, I have prepared an 



Invitation to Bid and have included technical specifications for the unit.  The Invitation to 
Bid allows for this Screenco unit or an Engineer-approved equal to be provided.  I have 
prepared the bid response form to preclude sales tax and to include delivery and on-site 
assembly and training.  I suggest that we publish the Invitation to Bid on Demandstar.   
 
 
 




